
NorthStream Credit Strategies Fund LP 
Monthly Commentary: September 2019

The NorthStream Credit Strategies Fund returned 0.86% for the month of September, as we continued to 
have realizations on event-driven credit positions and reduced our weighting in BB-rated bonds. Gibson 
Energy's bonds were upgraded to investment grade, resulting in the bonds trading at a large premium to 
their next call price. We sold our position in the Gibson bonds maturing 2024, as it is our policy not to 
amortize bond premiums. 

The combination of falling interest rates and tighter spreads on BB-rated bonds caused us to trim exposure 
to three BB-rated names that reached our price targets. These positions were trading at large premiums to 
par and above the next call price. Additionally, these portfolio positions had a longer duration than our 
overall portfolio duration of 2.1 years. Our portfolio duration decreased from 2.3 years in August 2019. 

Our portfolio positioning has the flexibility to take advantage of market opportunities. Currently, we have 
20% of the portfolio in yield-to-call positions that will be redeemed, called, or be eligible for a change of 
control put in the next 12 months. We have another 31% of the portfolio that will mature or will likely be 
called / retired before 2021. These positions have the opportunity to benefit from call premiums as 
companies look to take advantage of current favourable financing conditions and lock in affordable fixed 
rate funding. 

Our bond holdings by rating were 2% BBB, 26% BB, 39% B, 17% CCC, and 16% unrated. Canadian dollar 
positions comprised 68% of the portfolio. The performance, risk, and correlation metrics are detailed on 
the following page. 

Monthly Commentary: January 2020

Information obtained from this commentary is not intended to be used as financial or investment product advice and is not meant for making investment decisions. This commentary does not constitute a solicitation or offering for the sale or purchase of investment 
or securities in any products. The information contained herein, while believed to be reliable and complete, is not guaranteed as to its accuracy or completeness. NorthStream Capital Inc. (“NorthStream”) cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness and accepts no 
responsibility for any loss arising from any use of or reliance on the information contained herein. Material information about the NorthStream Credit Strategies Fund LP (“the Fund”) is made available in the Confidential Offering Memorandum that should be read 
carefully before investing. To obtain complete information relating to the Fund, please refer to the Confidential Offering Memorandum.
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The NorthStream Credit Strategies Fund returned +0.32% for the month of January. Several of the companies 
in our portfolio took advantage of favourable market conditions to refinance near term maturities including 
AutoCanada, Baytex Energy, First Quantum Minerals, and MEG Energy. These shorter maturity positions 
represent 18% of the portfolio and will be a source of liquidity as they are called in the coming month. The 
Coronavirus has caused the rotation into cyclical sectors to stall in January. The positions that are being 
called will reduce our commodity exposure and enable us to take advantage of opportunities that may arise 
if the risks of lower economic growth materialize. Currently, we have 39% of the portfolio in yield-to-call 
positions that will be redeemed, called, or be eligible for a change of control put in the next 12  months.

Our bond holdings by rating were 2% BBB, 28% BB, 42% B, 11% CCC, and 16% unrated. Canadian dollar 
positions comprised 79% of the portfolio. The performance, risk, and correlation metrics are detailed below.

Return Since Inception: 35.13%

The NorthStream Credit Strategies Fund LP (“the Fund”) launched on May 2, 2016. The monthly returns above are shown net of all fees and expenses and are based on the Fund’s Class X Lead Series NAV. Monthly NAV and returns are calculated by SGGG 
Fund Services Inc. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Performance, risk metrics and correlations are as of September 30, 2019. Note that the use of the XGB, TSX, and S&P 500 in the performance tables below is for informational purposes 
only. The XGB (iShares Canadian Government Bond index ETF), TSX, and S&P 500 have a different composition than the Fund and are not comparable benchmarks. The XGB, TSX, and S&P 500 were chosen to compare the Fund’s performance returns 
against other asset classes.
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1 Using 1-year T-bills.2 iShares Canadian Government Bond Index ETF (XGB).3 Negative downside capture vs. XGB, TSX, and S&P 500 is a result of NorthStream generating
   positive returns in months when these indices generated negative returns.


